
In this document you will find the rest of the suspicious moments, which were 
observed in the recorded games. However they do probably not qualify as evidence, 
due to given reasons, as you will see.  
 
The description of every suspicious moment starts with the time stamp of the youtube video 
(yt), followed by the jj2 game time. 
After the “→” you will read the reason, why the moment does probably NOT qualify for being 
objective evidence. 
 
You might want to watch most of the scenes in slow motion on youtube, to see all the details 
of the scene descriptions. 
 

A7med 

battle duel vs kris 
full video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G76Fx7IWg2w&feature=youtu.be 
 
0:55-1:04yt) 25:23-25:15: 
crossing almost the entire horizontal length of the map without shooting, suddenly SPAMS rf 
when krzy is in range off-screen. 
 
→ a7med sees krzy going left at the bottom (25:24), whereas a7med goes up. There is no 
way Krzysiek could intercept him up there until he reaches the carrot area. The only realistic 
areas where Krzysiek could have made it is that toaster area and the shield area. there was 
no reason for a7med to shoot, before reaching those areas. tho it’s still a massive rf spam on 
off-screen target.  

battle duel triton vs kev 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sye37qYHrE&feature=youtu.be 
 
1:05yt) 44:06: Avoidance bouncer hit, but plausible due to him wanting RF... However, the 
fact that he waited around without even seeing kev till 44:01 shooting bouncers at that blue 
spring above is fishy, followed by the direct hunt at 43:54. 
 
→ A7med’s moves could probably be normal randomness. Analysing a7med’s exact 
movements is not possible here, because the recording wasn’t up, yet. 
 
3:30yt) 41:40-41:35: closing in on kev, precisely.  
 
→ could be normal randomness. 
 
4:15yt) 40:56: a7med “takes toaster pu” with 3 rf shots, anticipating kev who is off-screen. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G76Fx7IWg2w&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sye37qYHrE&feature=youtu.be


→ A7med could see Kev still moving to the left before kev went off-screen, making the 
anticipation plausible. 

 
7:00yt) 38:04-37:55: 
37:57: Looks like he stomped to keep shooting ammo at kev in that area even though kev 
was off-screen. 

→ could be normal randomness. 
 
12:50yt) 32:20: Avoidance due to low-ground disadvantage 

→ seems like a normal move and it could be coincidence, that kev is above at that time. 

 
15:30yt) 29:41: Precise RF spam, and then attempts to go up simultaneously as Kev does, 
and then down again simultaneously. 

→ seems like a plausible move + kev was completely out of range of rf. 

 
16:40yt) 28:26: Strangely precise positioning to drop, without being able to know for sure 
that kev is down there. 

→ could be a normal random move or myb anticipated kev to hide there, bcs he was low. 
 
18:20yt) 26:48 starts spamming 14rf when kev gets in range, off-screen. A7med sees gun9 
ammo dropping at 26:49, indicating that kev is somewhere at the top (right) area - 
nevertheless a7med charges to the left at the bottom spamming rf. furthermore a7med 
collects that exact gun9 ammo at 26:31, excluding the possibility that the ammo didn’t drop 
down on a7med’s screen at 26:49. 
 
→ a7med might not have noticed the ammo dropping or he just didn’t care about it.  
 
20:25yt) 25:00: Oddly precise turn to start shooting Bnc backwards 

→ could be normal randomness. 

 
26:00yt) takes rf at 19:27, then shoots the rf area again 4 seconds later, the moment kev 
summons there 
 
→ could be normal randomness. 

 
26:10yt) 19:15-19:07: short idle time followed by very risky behaviour, staying in one spot, 
not covering the left and right side with ammo to defend himself against kev who might come 
up any time. 



→ that kind of risky behaviour and a 2 seconds idle time does probably not qualify as 
evidence. 

CW GpW-t3 2020-04-11 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be 

Disto Round 1 
3:25yt) 06:29: No reaction to Lazar's shots at C 

→  lazar could have communicated camping the carrot in voicechat/teamchat. 

 

3:35yt) 06:18: looks like he knew sj was coming, and prefired the rf on him upwards. 

→  shooting upwards there might be a normal defense. that timing might be coincidence. 

Disto Round 2  
13:45yt) 07:50: looks like reaction to off-screen sj. 

→  making such a turn dodge is a normal move, when attacking red base. 

 

15:45yt) 05:52: looks like shooting rf at off-screen sj, who appears 2 seconds later. 

→ could be normal randomness. 

Astro Round 1 
27:10yt) 5:57 off-screen reaction to sj 

→ plausible, because he could totally anticipate sj to follow him down there. he just had 
good timing. 

28:10yt) 4:55: looks like he knew immediately that br dropped down to bnc, instead of 
staying in blue base.  

→ perhaps a7med just wanted to gather the low rf ammo. 

32:50yt) 0:17-00:12: Precise upwards shot on off-screen Kev 

→  plausible to anticipate kev could chase him down. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be


CW GpW-cx 2020-05-02 season finale 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be 

Daybreak Round 1 
(3:15 youtube) 07:44-7:36: gets chased by rag, then it looks like a7med freezes down in the 

middle, knowing he’s trapped, before warren appears on his screen. 

→ could probably be random, or a7med decided to turn and fight rag, being protected by the 
wall. 

Astro round 2 
48:00yt) 8:03-7:56: gets trapped by kris so he doesnt escape to the left. he expects kris to 
come down thats why a7med spams the left entrance to that area and hides in the corner 
again. kris gets hit and goes away - that's when a7med escapes.  
 
→ pav could have communicated hitting kris, which is why a7med knew that's his chance to 
escape. 
 

stronghold round 2 
1:44:55yt) 7:55-7:30: 
successfully DDing in a crucial situation (he’s 1 and warren is S) with off-screen reactions: 
7:52 starts spamming only the left side. At 7:49 bullets of kris appear on-screen, indicating 
that a7med made an off-screen reaction to kris, who was approaching from blue base. 
a7med keeps spamming only the left side till 7:47, which is extremely risky, because by then 
ahmo had enough time to attack him again on the right side (ahmo died 7:54). 7:36 escaping 
off-screen hunter. 
 
→ once again risky play can’t really be used as evidence, here. we’re also missing kris’ and 
ahmo’s screen to analyse the situation, completely. the off-screen escape at 7:36 could have 
been normal anticipation, because he saw ahmo dropping down at the spring above him 
earlier. 
 

Pavlus 

CW GpW-CX 2020-04-06 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcflll_qmDI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcflll_qmDI


DOS 2 
begins 54:10yt) 
Pav enters red base from blue base area 5 times in 5 minutes and ALWAYS knows when he 
needs to shoot and when not to: 
 

1) 6:45 the only times he shoots are off-screen reactions to both hunters, separately. 
the first one is a standard move but the second (hitting krzy) is suspicious. 

2) 5:56 shooting only in one moment, at off-screen hunters. 
3) 5:39 no enemies. no shots 
4) 5:08 only shooting once, the exact moment krzy appears onscreen. 
5) 1:47 - no enemies. no shots 

 
→ 3) theoretically pav could have known base is free cuz all of Cx either died a moment ago 
or were seen by his team mates who could have told the location (they were far from red 
base). 
→ 4) Krzy can be seen on pav’s screen at 5:11, so pav could have known that there was no 
one at the base anymore, also because the other fighter just died. 
→ without 3) and 4) this list of scenes does not seem to be evidence, anymore. could be 
random. 

CW GpW-t3 2020-04-11 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be 

Disto Round 1 
0:50yt) 9:03: keeps shooting seeks at the tube, even though both of his team mates died and 
he has to go capture. He goes to capture the flag when he sees that sj is approaching base 
from above, not via the tube. 

→ pav only camps the tube exit for ONE more second, before running towards base. he 
could have had a flag arrow a second before the kill, still pointing horizontally to the tube 
entrance.  

1:00yt) 08:52 - Extremely timed bouncer shots 

→  plausible by quick voicechat warning or pav could have seen a luckily timed flag arrow.  

 

3:35yt) 6:21: pav doesn’t show any sign of reaction to a player suddenly appearing on his 
screen. it could have been an opponent, possibly. 

→  A7med could have said sth like „im going down“ in voicechat, or myb it was just random. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be


 

3:35yt) 6:20-5:58: stays opposite to kev the whole time. he even goes back down at the 
same time kev takes the tube.  

→  could be plausible by flag arrow. 

8:25yt) 1:31-1:25 : sj DDing up left and off-screen to all of them:  Pav takes copter to the top 
INTENDING TO KILL (theres no c or pu to get in that area, and a7med s hard) but he does 
not shoot until he reaches sj! arrow could point slightly down but he has to consider that cj 
comes up any time. 

→ risky play cannot be used as evidence here, probably. 

Disto Round 2 
14:20yt) 07:15: looks like off-screen reaction to sj.  

→ sj was already chasing him at the top so pav could anticipate sj coming down. 

14:30yt) 07:07: well timed shots on off-screen BR. 

→ that move is a common way to defend yourself up there. the timing might be luck. 

18:50yt) 02:42: takes fireballPU but doesn’t shoot the long distance fireball ammo while 
going through the tunnel, even though kev is almost scoring. pav starts shooting at 2:41, 
when he is already out of the tunnel and kev is about to appear onscreen. so it’s possible 
pav saw that he will make it for sure. In that moment every normal player would have started 
spamming fireball as soon as his/her own flagger got killed, because the enemy was close.  

→ again risky play does not qualify as evidence, probably. 

Astro Round 1 
24:40yt) 08:26: seems like an uncommon move to spam gun9 ammo up there. It looks like a 
trap for off-screen BR. 

→ Tho pav might have tried to hit the flagger with those shots, as soon as he would have 
fallen down/gone right. the flag arrow would have pointed left above pav there, which might 
make this plausible.  

 

(26:08yt) 6:58: sj is made 1h without anybody seeing it - pav goes s hard the exact moment. 
notice that a7med shot only 1 seeker bullet to sj’s area 



→ Perhaps a7med simply said „e1“ cuz cj was trapped there and he thought his ONE seeker 
made the hit, which would have been very likely anyway. he also spammed multiple seekers 
down there but most of them hit the wall. myb he somehow believed more seekers made it 
to sj. 

26:30yt) 06:35 to 06:27: not capturing the flag, even though enemy is close 

→  Pav saw Kev going up and lazar saw Kev going away from base to carrot so they could 
have communicated that a7med can still make it to capture with 3 instead of pavlus who was 
1. 

(27:30yt) 05:34: Precise upwards shot on SJ 

→  u can see sj coming down to blue base when pav goes to bnc and right before pav 
shoots up there are rf hitting left side of blue base which is why he could have thought sj 
would follow him down there. 

NT Serbia-Nordics 2020-04-13 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYWkU1IC_Ow&feature=youtu.be 

JE 
6:30yt) 4:02: stops running left the moment sj appears.  
 
→ could be a random careful move, and  probably good reaction time. 
 
8:20yt) 02:11: precise rf shots on flagger. notice that pav saves much ammo most of the time 
but here he almost spams his rf, without being able to know the actual distance between sj 
and him, even if he had seen an arrow before. sj was off-screen to all 3 serbian players. no 
voicecomm possible. 
 
→ still no evidence. could be a normal random move/shot here. 

AM 
15:05yt) 07:45: Weirdly precise jump timing, his flag direction shouldn't tell him when Gustaf 
is close.  
 
→ no evidence due to voicechat or coincidence in this case. myb he didnt wanna wait for 
toaster any longer. 

 
17:15yt) 06:00-05:53: looks like an escape from off-screen hunter. 
 
→ could be pure luck. he’s doing normal moves, here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYWkU1IC_Ow&feature=youtu.be


 
(17:40 youtube) 5:23-5:20: 
BR kills lazar close to red base. every normal player would shoot here while falling down to 
base and after capturing, cuz he has to consider that BR would summon to base area any 
time. he even has bncPU, but doesn’t shoot anything in this risky situation. 
 
→ risky play can’t be used as evidence, here. 
 
 
(19:05yt flagger cam) 
(21:00yt sj cam: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFl4sEoIbGU&feature=youtu.be) 
4:08-4:01: pav always positions himself OPPOSITE to sj and br, as can be seen in the 
flagger cam and sj cam: he stays up while hunters are down, he goes right to seek when cj 
is moving up in the middle and he goes down to base the moment sj and br arrive at the top.  
 
→ staying opposite to sj and br might be luck. the off-screen escape is plausible because 
pav simply goes s, as gustaf was just hit. 
 
(19:30yt) 3:39-3:29: goes right to attack BR at the top, even though the flag has to be 
captured. 
 
→ Pav just took RF and jelly was in front of him and closer to blue base. he could have 
thought to let jelly try making it in time while he goes to defend his own base with rf so jelly 
could rush, in case BR would score. Besides pav takes the copter at 3:38 and uses it to go 
down to rf, instead of jumping off the copter. the copter fades 3:37. The spawntime of the 
copters is 5 seconds. IF pav knew the spawntime of the copter he could have known that 
BR’s copter respawns at 3:32. pav arrives at the top and goes to the right at 3:30. so he 
could have expected that BR has NOT crossed that area to the left, YET. 

CW GpW-cx 2020-05-02 season finale 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be 

Daybreak Round 1 
(1:50yt) 8:10: going down to middle the same moment rag goes up to middle. 
 
→ This timing could truly be luck. he hit rag at low c before, rag went left and pav went right 
climbing up to c. he could have anticipated rag to go up to c via blue base but rag didnt. so 
pav went down, eventually. 

Astro round 1 
33:50yt) 9:58: he STOPS running, knowing he will get hit now so he can take the carrot. it 
would be totally possible that both A and R of CX go down at the start so he could keep 
running.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFl4sEoIbGU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be


 
→ However pav could have assumed someone would come up at the start. Stopping there 
actually helps to ensure that at least you don’t get shot too far from the carrot by seeker/rf 
recoil, so you can take C. 
 
34:10yt) 9:42-9:34: Pav sees laz and a7med shooting bnc at 9:40 but then both of them go 
off-screen and pav doesnt react to bnc coming at him from 9:36-9:9:34. one bnc totally “hits” 
pav at 9:35. a7med+laz go off-screen 9:39. the bnc appear 3 seconds later. so he couldn’t 
have known for sure that the bnc came from laz/a7med and it would have been totally 
possible that warren could have shot those bnc there. 

→ even though he could NOT be sure that the bnc were shot by his teammates, pav might 
have simply assumed exactly that, because they had not gone off-screen for a long time. 

 
40:00yt) 3:50-3:45: warren goes down right, pav goes right above him. 3:48 warren goes left 
again and pav does the same not even one second later. even IF pav had an arrow this 
exact moment his reaction would still be too fast. pav doesnt even bother shooting to the 
right anymore as soon as warren starts running left again, in fact pav makes a sudden turn 
as if he knew warren is definitely going left even though he could have taken the spring up 
there. 
 
→ a7med was 3h and pav didnt need to prevent warren from reaching red base so this could 
just be a random move. 

stronghold 1 
1:28:20yt) 7:35: has to go cap but keeps spamming kris’ way to base for another second.  
 
→ 1 second is not too long here. 
 
1:30:10yt) 5:45: pav goes down to the tunnel area and starts shooting upwards the moment 
ahmo drops down. eventually he kills him at 5:40 

→ the timing could be luck and shooting upwards when being in that spot is normal. 


